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Season 51, Episode 110
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Ep. #12843



Kevin pushes Luke away, and Jade tries to defend him, telling him she can't believe Luke fell for someone like him. Kevin walks off and goes out to the lake with Liv and starts drinking. He stands up in the boat and makes a toast to Luke, revealing his sexuality to everyone there. Zach and Ann panic after finding a murdered Alex in the closet. Both go off to look for help, and Ann is attacked and dragged off into the woods. Zach finds the drag marks, and then he is attacked as well. Holden finally tells Emma that Luke is gay and by her reaction assumes that she is uncomfortable with it. Emma is upset that Meg, Lucinda and Jack all knew before she did. Dusty accuses Lucy of falling for Paul's manipulations, and she stands up for herself and their friendship. Casey and Maddie come face to face while Louis watches from the woods. Gwen decides to talk to Will, but finds him with Jade.
Source: tv.com
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
1 September 2006, 14:00
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